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WORDS FROM THE ORGANIZERS
From May 15th to 17th, 2017, the
Young Researchers in Life Sciences
conference was held for the first time
at the Imagine Institute for its 8th
edition. Since its creation, the YRLS
conference has been organized by
motivated young researchers,
members of the YRLS Federation.
This year, the YRLS Federation and
conference were given a new visual
identity to accompany the growth of
the conference, its reputation, and
its quality standards. The YRLS
Federation grew from six to nine
young researchers
association to further
deepen its roots in the Paris
region.

In 2017, the conference turned to the
future of science with special
workshops dedicated to Data
handling, to Open Science and Open
Access and to scientific outreach
towards the general public.
The scientific program of YRLS is
meant to consistently cover all area
of life sciences. The classic
scientific conference set-up
combined with the dynamic young
researchers’ participation and the
time given to informal exchange,
ensure the success of this
conference year after year.

The main goal of this
conference is to provide a
unique framework for young
researchers to actively
engage in sharing science and
experience with their peers. They are
given the opportunity to challenge
their ideas and broaden their
scientific curiosity, while also
exploring their future path through
networking and collaborations.
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ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
The YRLS federation was created in 2009 in Paris by three young researchers
associations of renowned Parisian research institutes. Today, the federation encompasses nine associations, including ADIC (Institut Curie), SPIBENS (Institut
de Biologie de l’Ecole Normale Supérieure de Paris), Les Cartésiens (Université
Paris Descartes), StaPa (Institut Pasteur), AMPS (Etudiants de thèse de
médecine et pharmacie), and ADIT (Ecole doctorale d’innovation thérapeutique),
joined this year by ACTIF (CEA Ile de France), Adelih (Hôpital Saint Louis,
Université Paris Diderot) and YR2I (Imagine Institute).
The 22 young researchers who worked for six months to organize the
conference are all volunteers: PhD students, PostDocs and Research Engineers
from these associations. The organization is based on four complementary
working teams, coordinated by the federation board.

MEET OUR BOARD
Coordinate the teams' work and establish partnerships & deals.

CLAIRE
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president
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secretary
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treasurer
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vice-secretary
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JEFFERY
vice-treasurer
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MEET OUR OFFICIALS' TEAM
Coordinate invitation of keynote speakers, worshop lecturers and scientific judges for each session

ISUI
AGUILAR

MAX
PIFFOUX

JAVIER
CASTILLO

VIRGINIE
STEVENIN

MARIE
GIORGI

MEET OUR CORPORATE DESIGN TEAM
Develop and implement the communication plan

NIKITA
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MEET OUR SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM TEAM
Schedule and balance the scientific program of the conference
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NGUYEN

MEET OUR HOSPITALITY TEAM
Address the participants' well-being by organizing the cultural and networking programs and handling the conference providers.
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
The 2017 YRLS Conference was held for three days in May 2017 at Imagine
Institute in Paris, France. Over 200 participants from 12 different countries in
addition to France attended the conference. Among the young researchers from
abroad and selected based on the quality of the abstract they submitted, ten
participants benefited from a travel grant to attend the conference, thanks to
the support of the Company of Biologists.

The conference program included 32 oral presentations and 103 posters, given
exclusively by young researchers. The scientific program of the conference
ranged from evolution to cancer biology through eight sessions:
Genetics & Epigenetics

Immunology & Infectious diseases

Cancer Biology

Computational biology & Interfaces with biology

Biochemistry & Molecular Biology

Ecology, Development & Evolution

Microbiology & Host-pathogen interactions

Neuroscience & Physiology

Four prizes were awarded to young
researchers for the quality of their
presentations. Prizes were given both for
talks and posters, either by the invited
members of the jury or by the participants
of the conference.
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KEYNOTE LECTURES
Invited and keynote speakers gave insightful and inspiring lectures to the young
researchers attending the conference. These presentations were given by five
established and renowned scientists, giving rise to intense discussion and
debate on highly trending topics in life sciences:

Pr Stanislas Lyonnet, head of the Imagine Institute,
hosting the conference, opened the conference with a
history and overview of the research performed at the
Imagine Institute of rare genetic and pediatric

Dr Silvia Santos, group leader at MRC London (UK),

diseases.

inspired young researchers with her successful career
path and the high level of science she presented
around the topic “Control principles in cell decision
making: lessons from quantitative biology” (Cell
biology & quantitative biology).

Pr Nathalie Cartier-Lacave, Research Director at
INSERM, bridged the gap between basic science and
applied therapy with the latest results her team
gathered on gene therapy research, inspiring young
researchers to keep in mind the transfer of laboratory
insights to the patients.

Pr Ludovic Orlando, Professor of Molecular
Archeology at Copenhagen University (Denmark), who
sequenced the most ancient genome to date, gave a
talk called “The genomic history of horse
domestication”, putting in perspective current biology
and biodiversity and the human role in evolution.
Pr Alain Prochiantz, head of the College de France,
gave the closing address, highlighting the role young
researchers have to play in present and future
scientific advances.
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WORKSHOPS AND NETWORKING
The scientific program was complemented with workshops and roundtables
dedicated to putting biology research into the perspective of current scientific
and societal context.

A roundtable was organized on science policy and

After its success last year, the scientific speed-dating

sponsored by EMBO. The speakers, Jean-Yves Berthoud

was organized again this year at the YRLS Conference,

(UPMC), Nathalie Duchange (Paris Descartes), Brandon

together with Heloise Dufour from the Cercle FSER. This

Stell (PubPeer) and Johanna Mc Entyre (UML),

scientific outreach workshop brings together young

discussed open science & open access as well as ethics

researchers and the public. This year, the public was

in research and publishing, topics of high relevance for

composed of students from a Parisian high school. Both

young researchers as they enter the academic research

young researchers and high schoolers were excited

system.

about exchanging on topics ranging from daily
laboratory routine, research topics, career paths and the

With the latest technological advances, high throughput

perceived impact on society.

techniques (screening, sequencing, etc.) have led to a
massive accumulation of data. The handling of such
data and the necessity to perform rigorous statistical

The topic of career development and professional paths

analyses has become a daily requirement for young

in academia and industry after a PhD was addressed in a

researchers in all life sciences fields. This workshop,

workshop given by Claire Lebouteiller from Adoc Talent

given by Christophe Pouzat (CNRS) was meant as an

Management, a recruitment firm specialized in PhDs. The

initiation to statistical analysis with R and was greatly

young researchers benefited from a better understanding

appreciated by the attendants.

of the current job market and expectations outside of
academia, as well as the transferable skills they gained
through their academic training.

An important place in the conference was left for the
young researchers in a less formal set-up, from an icebreaker science quiz accompanied by French
gastronomy, to a guided tour to discover the Paris Latin
quarter and its rich scientific history.
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CONCLUSION AND SURVEY
Satisfaction survey and results
In order to improve the overall organization and content of the conference, we
asked the participants of the YRLS conference to answer a few questions about
the quality of the different events and presentations they attended.
The participants rated their experience at the conference with a mean score above 4 out of 5.
As well, the estimated scientific level of the conference was scored above 4 out of 5.
The Round Table discussion, Scientific Speed Dating and ADOC Career development workshops
also all received grades above 4 out of 5.

Conclusion
The three days of the YRLS conference have become an important event in the
young researchers in life sciences framework of Paris. With more and more
participants from other places in France and from abroad, scientific discussions
are enriched and become even more diverse and interesting.
After six months of creative and challenging work from all volunteers, and
thanks also to the support of all of our institutional and private partners and
sponsors, the conference days were a real success with the participants. We
wish to thank each and everyone of you for making this 8th edition of the YRLS
conference a unique and successful event.
We look forward to renewing this event with you,
Claire Pancrace for the YRLS Federation

Claire Pancrace
President of the YRLS
association - 2017
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